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1 Introduction



2 Securing ownership on installation under Dutch law

• In EaaS structures the service provider retains the ownership of the installation.

• Under Dutch law, two ways to lose ownership:

• 1) Loss of ownership via accession via the ground (in Dutch: Natrekking) 

• 2) Loss of ownership via component formation (in Dutch: Bestanddeelvorming or horizontale natrekking)
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2 Securing ownership on installation under Dutch law

• 1) Loss of ownership via accession via the ground (in Dutch: Natrekking) 

• Ownership of land includes the buildings and “works” that are permanently united with the ground (duurzaam met de 
grond verenigd) (art. 5:20 sub e of the Dutch Civil Code (DCC)).

• The test is whether the equipment is (directly or indirectly) permanently united with the ground (Portacabin 
assessment) (immovable property art. 3:3 DCC). If so, the equipment becomes the property of the land owner. 

• Examples: 
• No - Temporary Technical Room (TTR) (Rb Gelderland 20 December 2019);
• Yes – Solar park (Rb Gelderland 28 June 2016); WWK (HR 27 September 2013).
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2 Securing ownership on installation under Dutch law

• 2) Loss of ownership via component formation (in Dutch: Bestanddeel-vorming or horizontale natrekking)

• If, after installation, the equipment qualifies as a component of the building, the equipment loses its independent 
(zakelijke) identity and then becomes part of the building. Consequently, the equipment becomes the property of the 
owner the building (art. 5:3 DCC). 

• The test is twofold (art. 3:4 DCC), the equipment qualifies as a component if
• (i) equipment to common perception (verkeersopvatting) is part of the home (constructive matched / incomplete 

without), and / or 
• (ii) equipment cannot be separated from the home without damaging either.

• Examples:
• No - Temporary Technical Room (TTR) (Rb Gelderland 20 December 2019);
• Yes - WKO (HR 21 January 2022); integrated solar panels/boiler (Hof Amsterdam 26 juni 2018).
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2 Securing ownership on installation under Dutch law

• Prevent loss of ownership 

• Cannot be contractual excluded. 

• Establishment of a right of superficies (recht van opstal) (art. 5: 101 DCC). For components not clear. 

• Requires notarial deed.

• Key take away: stay in control of ownership.
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3 Dutch Heat Act (Warmtewet)
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• Dutch Heat Act (Warmtewet)

• Background: consumer protection 
> sector self-regulation (“not-more-expensive-than-gas principle”)

> Heat Act as per 2014  (amended in 2019)

• Distinction between:
> small consumers: connection ≤ 100kW (both residential and small business)

> large consumers: connection > 100kW

• It is prohibited to supply heat to small consumers without a license from the regulator Authority for 
Consumers and Markets (ACM)
> Exemptions for small projects (max. 10 consumers or 10,000GJ) and for landlord/lessor

• Licensed supplier 
> subject to supervision by ACM 

> obliged to procure reliable heat supply at reasonable conditions and good service level



3 Dutch Heat Act (Warmtewet)
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• Dutch Heat Act (Warmtewet)

• Tariff regulation
> maximum price for heat supply

> maximum price for supply set (‘afleverset’)

> one-off connection fee

• Maximum heat price may vary depending on the supply temperature and consists of two components:
> price in EUR per GJ

> fixed periodical component in EUR

• Maximum price for supply set (‘afleverset’) may vary depending on different categories and functionalities



3 Dutch Heat Act (Warmtewet)
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• Dutch Heat Act (Warmtewet)

• Compensation in case of outage/malfunction
> set by the Minister

• Supplier of last resort
> heat supplier/producer must notify Minister in case of problems or anticipated end of supply 

> Minister may revoke license, appoint supplier of last resort and oblige producer to deliver heat 

• negotiated Third Party Access (nTPA)
> heat producer may force heat grid operator and supplier to negotiate on access to heat grid

> share information on available transport capacity, heat demand, transport tariffs and profile



4 Dutch Collective Heat Supply Act

• Upcoming new legislation: Dutch Collective Heat Supply Act (Wet collectieve warmtevoorziening - WCW)

• Also referred to as the new Heat Act or Heat Act 2.0 (Warmtewet 2.0).

• Implements agreements from Dutch national Climate Agreement (Klimaatakkoord).

• Public consultation took place in 2020 (112 responses).

• Main amendments following the consultation round set out in letter to Parliament of 15 December 2020.

• In January 2022 extended for a year; proposal now expected to be sent to Parliament in 2023.
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4 Dutch Collective Heat Supply Act
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4 Dutch Collective Heat Supply Act

• Core elements of the upcoming Dutch Collective Heat Supply Act 

i. Market organization (marktordening) – for growth collective heat systems 
• Directing role municipality (regierol gemeenten); determines heat plots (warmtekavels); appoints heat companies (warmtebedrijf); exclusive right. 

• Prohibits transport and supply of heat to consumers (small scale < 100 kw and large scale consumers > 100 kw) without appointment or exemption 
from the municipality.

• Exemptions: Single collective heat system with maximum 10 small scale consumers. | Exemption by request for small collective heat systems. | 
Definition large scale consumer (grootverbruiker) exempts industry and production process and heat not primarily for space heating or warm tap 
water. | Opt-out for building owner.

ii. Tariff regulation (ACM) - cost based – gradual transition - no longer connected to gas prices.

iii. Sustainability (Verduurzaming) – annual declining CO2 emission allowance – collection right industrial residual heat.

iv. Security of supply (Leveringszekerheid) – responsibility heat companies.
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5 Q&A

Q&A
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About HVG Law 
HVG Law LLP (HVG Law) ranks amongst the top Dutch law firms and is 
characterized by an entrepreneurial, innovative and solution-driven approach. 
With more than 150 dedicated and pragmatic lawyers, including (candidate) 
Civil Law Notaries, HVG Law offers high-quality, legal services in a broad and  
multidisciplinary context. Our lawyers are active in all legal areas and sectors 
relevant to business, directors, shareholders and government authorities and 
have knowledge of your business and your market. At our offices in Amsterdam, 
Rotterdam, Utrecht, Eindhoven, New York, Chicago and San Jose (i.e., Donahue 
& Partners LLP in the USA), we are able to offer our legal services to national 
and international clients. 

HVG Law is a limited liability partnership established under the laws of England 
and Wales and registered with Companies House under number OC335658. The 
term partner in relation to HVG Law  is used to refer to (the representative of) a 
member of HVG Law. HVG Law  has its registered office at 30 Crown Place, Earl 
Street, London EC2A 4 ES, United Kingdom, its principal place of business at 
Boompjes 258, 3011 XZ Rotterdam, the Netherlands and is registered with the 
Dutch trade register of the Chamber of Commerce number 24433164. HVG Law  
has a strategic alliance in the Netherlands with Ernst & Young 
Belastingadviseurs LLP and is part of the global EY Law network. Our services 
subject to general terms and conditions which stipulate that liability is limited 
to the amount paid under our professional indemnity insurance. These general 
terms and conditions have been filed with the Dutch trade register of the 
Chamber of Commerce and are available at hvglaw.nl.

hvglaw.nl | © 2021 HVG Law LLP
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New Energy Business Models Identify and understand the alternative and new business models for the energy transition 

Heat EV Charging 
Service
The opportunities and
challenges from sector 
coupling
between electricity and
transport

Digital Energy

The opportunities in the
growing connected home
market and how to capture
them

Flexibility & 
Energy Storage

The opportunities emerging
from an active demand 
side

Distributed 
Power
Identifying and 
understanding the 
alternative and new
business models for the 
energy transition

Local Energy 
Systems

Energy communities,
microgrids and local 
energy markets

Global Hydrogen Intelligence Service An emerging pillar of the new energy sector

Gas Heating Service

Electrification of Heat 
Service

Heat Business Service

Flexibility Service

Energy Insights + 
Service

Connected Home 
Service

Energy Storage Service

Delta-EE Services - knowledge areas

Distribution network Service Working with network companies, regulators and Electricity OEMs to make better decisions at the network level
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Decarbonising heat in buildings – the scale of the retrofit 
challenge

23
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Changing annual heating sales, retrofit, 2020-2025
In new build, regulations 
are driving a significant 
shift in the heating 
market. 

In retrofit, decarbonisation 
of heat is very slow and 
faces major challenges. 

Heat as a Service models 
can overcome many of 
these challenges.

+/-5%
Expected change in 
annual gas boiler sales in 
retrofit, 2020-2025

Other

Gas boiler

Heat Pump

Other

Gas boiler

Heat Pump

Source: Delta-EE forecasts
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Decarbonising heat in buildings – the scale of the retrofit 
challenge

24

<500,000 

>3 million 

Number of fossil boilers 
currently displaced by low 

carbon alternatives per year  

Number of fossil boilers which 
need to be replaced per year, to 

decarbonise heat by 2050?

1%
Annual building fabric 
renovation rate in Europe

<5%
Share of existing gas boilers 
replaced by a lower carbon 
appliance per year

200+
Years it would take to 
replace all the fossil 

boilers in Europe with 
lower carbon alternatives, 

at current renovation 
rates
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Why is retrofit so challenging? Customer pain points

Upfront cost 
is too high

25

Why are customers concerned about purchasing high 
efficiency heating systems?

Don’t know

Disagree

Neither agree or disagree

Agree

The 
technology 

is unfamiliar

The payback 
is too long

It is difficult 
to find an 
installer 

Source: Delta-EE customer research

Decarbonising heat is ‘high risk’ for end-users. A poor economic proposition, lack of knowledge and trust 
in “new” technology, and a difficult customer journey are the biggest barriers to low carbon heat in retrofit
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Risk-based framework for understanding Heat as a Service

27

Financial risk

Technical risk

Performance riskBehaviour risk

Energy price risk

Source: Heat as a service: Definitions and examples (Heating Business Service)

By taking on some or all of the customer’s ‘risks’, service-providers can overcome the biggest barriers to 
decarbonisation of heat 

Upfront cost 
is too high

The 
technology 
is unfamiliar

The payback 
is too long

It is difficult 
to find an 
installer 

Customer pain 
points…
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Risk-based framework for understanding Heat as a Service
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Asset leasing /
Finance and maintenance contract

Efficient asset leasing / 
Performance guarantee

Warmth contract / 
Heat outcome as a service

Heat contract / 
Heat output as a service

Financial risk

Technical risk

Performance riskBehaviour risk

Energy price risk

Source: Heat as a service: Definitions and examples (Heating Business Service)

Upfront cost 
is too high

The 
technology 
is unfamiliar

The payback 
is too long

It is difficult 
to find an 
installer 

By taking on some or all of the customer’s ‘risks’, service-providers can overcome the biggest barriers to 
decarbonisation of heat 

Customer pain 
points…
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Heat as a Service: Landscape of service providers 
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Asset rental or leasing /
Finance and maintenance contract

Efficient asset leasing / 
Performance guarantee

Heat contract / 
Heat output as a service

Warmth contract / 
Heat outcome as a service

Financial risk

Technical risk

Performance riskBehaviour risk

Energy price risk
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Superbonus 110% bundles
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E.ON, Enel, ENI, Sonnen and others
Location:
Italy

Risks:

Source: Multi-technology heating bundles – the next big thing?
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“Transition Pack”

32

Engie Home Services
Location:
France

Risks:

Source: Heat as a service: Market status and outlook, Residential Heating Propositions Database
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KAER: Cooling as a Service in Singapore
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Location:
Singapore, wider Asia

Risks:
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HVAC manufacturer becoming service providers

Viessmann Warme in Germany Vaillant Heat365 in Switzerland

34

Nefit Rentals in Netherlands

Source: Residential heating propositions database
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Denmark – leading in Europe in service-based models for 
electric heat pumps

Who are they? Oil supplier 

Offering? Heat as a service, financing 
and leasing offerings with heat pumps, 
targeting oil customers (residential & 
commercial). 

Who are they? Energy supplier

Offering? Range of service offerings 
including Heat as a Service with heat 
pumps (and sometimes hybrid solutions) 
to commercial customers

35

Strong foundations for a heat services market with HP: (1) demonstration project exploring business models to 
increase HP uptake, (2) subsidies for service providers to offer HP on a contract, (3) removal of tax on electricity 
for heat, (4) engagement of wide range of service providers, (5) marketing and awareness-raising

Of HPs installed 
on service-

based contracts 
per year in DK 

Who are they? Community-owned heat 
services company

Offering? “simplified” HaaS where end-user 
buys into co-operative, receiving HP at low 
cost + ongoing maintenance.

Who are they? Start-up energy services 
company 

Offering? Heat as a Service with heat 
pumps – including fixed heat price and 
service/maintenance. 

~5%
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Learnings from current HaaS offerings – designing a 
proposition

36

5 Challenges

1. Value proposition does not always 
stack up

2. Risk management strategies can limit 
the value of the customer proposition

3. Achieving economies of scale is not an 
overnight process

4. Regulations can limit proposition 
designs

5. How to ensure enough boots on the 
ground?

5 Success Factors

1. Focus on the customer – and target 
those with highest running costs

2. Maximise opportunities in the 
current policy environment -> and 
prepare for future changes

3. Start simple and plan to layer in 
future value streams 

4. Access low cost finance

5. Partner or acquire to access the 
right capabilities/skills
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Value proposition – in theory, HaaS can reduce costs for 
customers and increase revenue for providers

37

Standard Subscription

Upfront fee: € 5,500 € 0

Monthly fee: € 135 € 160

15 year lifetime cost: € 30,000 € 29,000

Margins: 9% 13%

Illustrative lifetime costs and margins for 
standard heating system purchase 

versus subscription

Margin - energy

Cost - energy

Margin - maintenance

Cost - maintenance

Cost - finance

Margin - installation

Cost - installation

Margin - appliance

Cost - appliance

Energy supply costs – can they be reduced through 
e.g. energy efficiency, optimisation to ToU tariffs, 
accessing flexibility value streams…? 

Remote monitoring and maintenance – to reducing 
maintenance costs

Accessing cheap finance is key to enabling the 
business model and keeping costs down 

Installation/labour costs – reduce through 
standardisation, automation, new routes to market? 

Appliance cost – reduce through volume purchases / 
economies of scale?

Source: Are customers ready to buy heating on subscription? (Heating Business Service)

Ways to reduce cost to service provider

Buy upfront Subscription
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Outlook
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The heating transition driving Heat as a Service opportunities

39

Policy to decarbonise 
heat in retrofit

Improving economic 
proposition for low 

carbon heat

Digitalisation and 
flexibility

Evolving customer 
demand

Evolving route to 
market

Changing role of the 
customer 

2020 2030

Towards fossil boiler phase 
out in retrofit – economies of 
scale for low carbon heat?

Reduced taxes for 
E-Heat, shifting 
fossil fuel levies

Incentives for low 
carbon heating

CO2 taxes start to 
influence buying 

decisions

Connected HVAC 
becomes the norm

Value of flexibility 
increases & it is shared 

with consumers

Widespread 
availability of TOU 

tariffs

Focus on comfort: Higher 
demand for cooling, 

ventilation, air quality…

Most heating equipment 
bought from installer

R2M more fragmented - online, 
via energy suppliers, DIY stores, 
new entrant service providers…

Prefers to buy heating 
upfront

Active, informed, 
expects everything as a 

service

Focus on heating 
& hot water
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Customer demand for Heat as a Service is there
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15%

44%

26%

10%

5%

Very appealing

Quite appealing

Neutral

Quite unappealing

Very unappealing

Appeal of a subscription package for heating

Source: Delta-EE customer research
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Heating service sales could increase 10x by 2030
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How is heating sold today, and how will this evolve?
Product sales - Local
installers

Product sales - Heating
specialists

Product sales - HVAC
manufacturers

Product sales - Energy
suppliers

Service sales - Heating
specialists

Service sales - HVAC
manufacturers

Service sales - Energy
suppliers

Source: Heat as a service: State of the market (Heating Business Service)

<1% of 
annual sales 
are ‘as a 
service’

~4% of 
annual sales 
could be ‘as a 
service’

10-15% of 
annual sales 
could be ‘as a 
service’

Buy heating 
system 
upfront

Buy heating 
as a service
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Disclaimer
Copyright 
Copyright © 2022 Delta Energy & Environment Ltd. All rights reserved.

No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means electronic, 
mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise without the prior written permission of Delta Energy & Environment Ltd.

Unless otherwise credited all diagrams in this report belong to Delta Energy & Environment Ltd.

Important 
This document contains confidential and commercially sensitive information. Should any requests for disclosure of information contained in 
this document be received, we request that we be notified in writing of the details of such request and that we be consulted and our 
comments taken into account before any action is taken.

Disclaimer 
While Delta Energy & Environment Ltd (‘Delta-EE’) considers that the information and opinions given in this work are sound, all parties must 
rely upon their own skill and judgement when making use of it. Delta-EE does not make any representation or warranty, expressed or implied, 
as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in the report and assumes no responsibility for the accuracy or completeness 
of such information. Delta will not assume any liability to anyone for any loss or damage arising out of the provision of this report.

Where this report contains projections, these are based on assumptions that are subject to uncertainties and contingencies. Because of the 
subjective judgements and inherent uncertainties of projections, and because events frequently do not occur as expected, there can be no 
assurance that the projections contained herein will be realised and actual events may be difference from projected results. Hence the 
projections supplied are not to be regarded as firm predictions of the future, but rather as illustrations of what might happen. Parties are 
advised to base their actions of an awareness of the range of such projections, and to note that the range necessarily broadens in the latter 
years of the projections.
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Q&A



Arno Nijrolder - arno.nijrolder@innoenergy.com
Dimitris Karamitsos - dimitris.karamitsos@energy-base.org

Thank you 


